Cameron Matthews English Players Collection

Inventory

Scrapbook of press clippings compiled by Harriett Ball, press rep for the Cameron Matthews English Players, for their 1932 fall season at the Victoria Theatre, Toronto.

1 scrapbook

Contents: | Page Number:
---|---
Cameron Matthew English Players, history | 1, 9
* The Good Fairy by Ferenc Molnar  
Sept. 19-24, 1932 | 3-8, 12-13, 18, 27-29
* Strange Interlude by Eugene O’Neill  
Sept. 26-Oct. 8, 1932 | 19-24, 30-31
* The Enchanted April by Elizabeth  
Oct. 10-15, 1932 | 23-24, 26

Reviews | 27-31

Photographs: (on newspaper clippings, etc) | Page Number:
---|---
Baring, Isabel | 6 (+ bio), 7, 13, 19, 20, 24
Conway, Alban | 2 (bio), 9, 13, 15, 18, 20 (bio), 21
Dante, Jennifer | 3, 6, 11 (bio)
Drew, Roland | 24 (bio)
Grainer, James | 15 (+ bio), 23, 24
Matthews, Cameron | 1
Maynard, Claire | 10 (+ bio), 13, 14(+ bio), 16, 17, 24, 16
Rigby, Edward | 2, 3, 4 (+ bio), 5, 22
Tregale, John | 5
White, Courtney | 22 (+ bio)

* program in Theatre Program Collection, Art Room.
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